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Renovations Required
Learning to Love a Craftsman Home

I

hated this house. I really hated this
house when we first bought it,” says Patty
Dicker. It is difficult to reconcile those
words coming from the mouth of someone who
is in the midst of giving a detailed, passionatelydelivered tour of a home that she so obviously
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loves now.
It was during the three-year renovation
of the historic 1910 Craftsman-style house,
which is listed on the National Register of
Historic Places, that Patty learned to love the
home she and her husband, Jerry Dicker, had

purchased. “I like details, like the Victorian
style, and this house’s style was so plain. My
idea of a staircase was a curved staircase with
detailed balusters, and what do I get? A straight
staircase with sticks,” she says of the plain
balusters typical of Craftsman style. “I actually
did get an appreciation for it, though. When

you end up focusing on the grains of the
wood, and the gradually widening lines,
well, if you look closely, there are subtle
details.” Additionally, as Patty learned
the history of the home she was able to
learn more about Spokane’s history, and
therefore get to know the community into
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The screen on the fireplace was recreated after the frame was found hidden behind a Victorian brass screen.

which they had recently moved.
“We had been following our grandchildren
around the country, helping them out,” says
Patty. “They’d lived in lots of places, like Tulsa
and Oklahoma City. Jerry said if they’d ever
find some place livable we’d move there and
semi-retire.” So, when their son-in-law got a job
offer here, they moved to Spokane as well.
After having lived in South Spokane for a
78
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few years, retirement wasn’t fitting too well for
Jerry, who still has a successful commercial real
estate business in Southern California, from
where they moved. He gradually began to work
again, and needed an office here, but didn’t
want a traditional commercial setting. In 2005,
they were looking at a house across the street
and saw the For Sale sign on this house, and
decided to take a look.

They bought the house, which had been
converted into six apartments, intending for it
to be an office, not a residence. “We thought
this would be fun and would be something for
me to do,” says Patty. “We figured Jerry’s office
could be upstairs, and we’d restore the first
floor.” The scope of the endeavor soon became
clear to them.
“We had always lived with and liked antiques,

but we had no idea what this type of restoration
would be like. Eventually, it took so much time
and money it seemed silly to have it be office
only. We decided to make it a home, and then
I fell in love with the house after seeing the
warmth of it.”
They finally moved in June 2008. “We were
afraid that we’d feel like we were living in a
museum,” says Patty. “Because we were so
www.spokanecda.com
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We help turn our client’s renovating dreams into reality by forming
personal partnerships within the community we serve.

Dave Covillo

The library is in the center of the house and opens into the kitchen, living room, hallway and an en suite bedroom.

faithful to the time period, we were afraid living
in 1910 would not be viable, but I am so happy
to say it is a completely livable home. We are
so happy! I learned that with light fixtures and
shades, and furniture you can soften Craftsman
up. It is a question of taking the time to find the
pieces that are right.”
Finding the right pieces was essential,
especially because over the years the house
had experienced something of an identity
crisis. “The previous owners tried to make
it into a Victorian fantasy,” says Patty. “It was
wallpapered to the hilt, even the ceilings were
wallpapered. Everything was Victorian, and
the house was not happy; this is a Craftsman
house.”
Not only did the house have a unique style,
but it also had a unique history. This house
and the house next door are considered “sister
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houses.” Both were designed and built by local
architect and builder Willis A. Ritchie, who is
best known for designing the Spokane County
Courthouse.
In 1905, James and Elizabeth Comstock, a
well-known philanthropic couple, built a big
house at the east end of the block. In 1906, they
built a second house next door to it for their
daughter, Josie, who married Eugene Shadle,
an associate of her father. In 1910, those two
houses were sold, and two more houses were
built on the west end of the block. When the
families moved, it was literally next door, and
one house away. When Mr. Comstock died,
the Shadles moved into this house with Mrs.
Comstock; therefore, it became known as the
Comstock-Shadle home. “Our goal was to put
the house back together and pay homage to the
Comstock family,” says Patty.

That process ended up taking over three
years. “We did it so room by room, it’s
surprising the whole thing came together at all,”
says Patty. “What took so long was that in all
of these rooms we decided to take everything
down to the plaster. It was the only way to
truly get down to the bones of the house. The
definition on the things like the molding was
just lost because of the build-up. It was so labor
intensive, though.”
Just as they were in the heart of the
renovation, Patty fell down the front steps and
badly broke her foot, causing her to be out of
commission. For the next six months she was
unable to move much and didn’t’ get to go into
the house once to see the progress. “I spent
months on the Internet. Jerry said ‘we keeping
getting boxes’ in reaction to all the stuff I was
finding and buying. eBay boxes were showing
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up every day.”
Though the Internet surfing started as
something to pass the time while housebound,
Patty soon realized what a powerful tool
the Internet is when it comes to historic
renovations. “It’s amazing what has happened
with the Internet and restoration. It’s no longer
what you can source locally; the whole world
opens up for you. First I thought we’d go with
reproduction lighting for the house, then I
realized if I educated myself on the time period,
and if I sat there long enough, searching on the
computer, I could do the whole house in ageappropriate fixtures.”
The hunt for circa 1910 decorative touches
and replacement pieces paid off in the overall
historically accurate appearance of the home.
You enter into a wood foyer with dark
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Grueby tile and rich dark wood. The front
door’s glass as well as two large windows on
either side have been replaced with painted and
sculpted glass inserts featuring multi-colored
flowers, painted by artist Sherry Yost. “What
we didn’t understand is that it would be so
opaque, it would take the light away,” says Patty
of the glasswork they selected as their mark on
the house.
Two wood pillars create an arched walkway
under which you enter into the main foyer,
which is dominated by an impressive fourtiered staircase. Pocket doors open off of the
foyer into both the dining room and into the
living room. The doors had to be rebuilt, as
they had each been cut in two, creating the
doors into the apartments on the main floor.
Turning to the right off of the foyer leads to

the dining room, through an aforementioned
pocket door. The room is flooded with light
thanks to the windows that look through into
the solarium on the front of the house, as well
as the windows that are incorporated into the
impressive wall of built-in cabinets and a hutch,
against the far wall. Despite the clean lines of
the style, the rich wood brings an elegance and
decadence to the room.
During the renovation, when starting to
tear out the front kitchen in one of the main
floor apartments, they discovered the original
window frames for a solarium were still in place
beneath the drywall. “We were able to bring
this room back to what it was,” says Patty.
“It is perfectly lined up,” she says of the
solarium’s west window. Though it is a
southeast facing room, it gets filtered sun, but
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The impressive built-in wood features are common in a home of this style and era.

the house next door juts out, blocking blinding
rays. “The same builder built this and the house
next door, and I think he knew exactly what he
was doing,” she says of the arrangement that
makes sitting in the solarium delightful, even in
the late afternoon as the sun is setting.
The same tile in the front solarium is also
found in the butler’s pantry, which must be
passed through in order to reach the kitchen
from the dining room. The recreated tiles are
each handmade, and if you look closely you
can find pieces with the thumb indentations of
the craftsmen who made it. Patty opted to keep
those, relishing the character they had.
Not wanting to add cabinets that normally
would not have been in the house in 1910
limited the amount of storage space; therefore,
every cupboard is put to good use. “We have
84
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to use what’s here,” says Patty of the built-in
storage. “We actually use the butler’s pantry.”
Because kitchens in 1910 were entirely
functional and the wealthy homeowners never
would have ventured there, leaving it instead
as the domain of the hired help, the kitchens
of yesteryear did not capture the eye as greatly
as today’s kitchens do. The Dickers made a
few concessions to make the kitchen appealing
to the eye, but tried to keep to the original
footprint of the kitchen.
“Jerry wanted a big stove,” says Patty of one
of those concessions. “I told him ‘we don’t need
a big stove; I don’t cook, I microwave.’ He said
‘Yes we do need a big stove for the chef who
is going to come cook for our parties.’” Sure
enough, they do have a professional chef who
comes to cook for their parties, and who gets

to take advantage of the Wolff six-burner gas
stove.
Placement of that stove accounts for the one
change they made from the original layout of
the kitchen. “We knew we needed a place for
the stove,” says Patty, “and we wanted a run
of countertops, so we put our stove where
the original pantry door was, creating a long
counter, and put the pantry entrance around
by the back door.”
One problem was where to put a microwave
in an early 1900s kitchen. They ended up
tucking it in to one of the original cupboards,
with a turn latch system for the handle. Now,
the cupboard can be opened to reveal a
microwave, and when it is shut, the appliance
is tucked out of sight.
The family room that is now off of the

www.spokanecda.com
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The colors in the master bedroom were inspired by the vintage 1910 lamp shades over the bed.

kitchen was originally an outside porch, but
now provides a modern gathering spot in the
historical home. There is a French door off of
the family room that empties out onto a deck,
which wraps around the back of the house and
looks over the pickle ball court. The deck also
provides access to the elevator they installed,
which takes them down to the ground floor of
the garage.
Steps down into the basement are found
off of the kitchen. “I decided I really liked
this house when I was down in the basement
and there was a storm outside,” says Patty of
the moment that flipped the switch in her
heart for this house. “I suddenly realized this
house wasn’t going anywhere and that this was
going to be a safe place to be. Look at these
pillars!” she says of the huge wood beams
in the basement that hold up the first floor
86
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The bathroom in the one
main-floor bathroom had been
updated with a modern shower.
This bedroom’s backstory is
a mystery to Jerry and Patty,
as it has the largest bathroom
and closet, yet would not have
originally been for the family,
as all of their bedrooms were
on the second floor, and it was
far too luxurious to be for the
maids, who were housed in the
very back of the house.
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and meet at the ceiling in a network of pipes.
When they ripped out the drop ceilings from
the apartments that had been down there, and
exposed all the pipes, Jerry wanted to keep the
basement that way.
The house originally was heated with coal,
and the coal chute is still visible in the corner
of the basement. Coal gave way to oil, and then
to natural gas. Throughout all the years, the
same boiler was used; in fact, it worked as the
main heat source up until two years ago. A brick
behemoth which still lurks in the cavernous
basement, the boiler was finally replaced when
Jerry and Patty decided it wasn’t cost effective,
and also, when they realized the only people
who know how to maintenance it were well
into their 70s, without a next generation to take
on the task.
One of the greatest finds in the basement is
an item that belonged to the home’s original
owners, Jame Comstock, and yet was never in
the home until Jerry and Patty brought it there.
It is a beautifully painted and indescribably
88
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Below: The original subway tiles,
washstand and toilet are still in use in
the master bathroom.
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heavy safe bearing the names “Comstock &
Paterson” on the front. Comstock and his
business partner, Paterson, came to Spokane
Falls to open a hardware store, but the night
before they opened, the Great Fire of 1889
struck, burning almost all of the downtown,
yet stopping short of their store. As the only
hardware store in a town that had just burned to
the ground and needed to be rebuilt, business
was good. The original safe that sat in that store
now resides in the basement of the ComstockShadle house.
The safe wasn’t the only thing that is
originally from that time period in the house.
When they were renovating, they pulled a brass
fireplace screen off of the fireplace in the living
room and found part of the original metal
screen’s frame. They were able to go look at the
“sister house” next door, which has its original
screen, and see how it should look and how
it was attached. The fireplace was therefore
returned to its original look, with an addition
by artist and craftsman Alex Robinson, who
incorporated a metal rose into the screen for
personalized look and to bring in Patty and
Jerry’s love of roses.
The living room ceiling was a challenge
because of the chandelier. “We needed
something for the low ceiling,” says Patty. “Once
you start looking, though, you realize they
made things specifically for these problems.
Craftsman houses had low ceilings, so they had
to make chandeliers that could hang and be
flush mounted.”

Hours on the Internet allowed Patty to
find 1910 era lamp shades, like this.

One part of the living room that is distinctly
un-Craftsman is the mantle. Architect and
builder Willis A. Ritchie “was told to build a
Craftsman home, but I think he couldn’t help
himself,” says Patty, looking at the corbels on
the living room mantle. “He allowed himself
these wonderful carved corbels under the
mantle. This was his stamp on this house. This
was the part of the house I loved immediately;
the rest had to grow on me.”
Leaving the living room and climbing the
dark wood staircase in the foyer leads to a
brilliantly bright upper hallway off of which are
two bedrooms.
The master bedroom’s colors were drawn
from the 1910 era lampshade Patty found
online. “My only frivolous nod to what I love
– big, flowery Victorian styles – was in the
carpet,” she says referring to the rich floral
carpet found in the master bedroom.
Roman shades were used in the bedroom and
throughout the house to keep with the simple
clean lines, and also to allow the structure of
the windows to be showcased.
The home’s original crown moldings were all
intact, and every room has crown molding, as
well as corner moldings and picture rails above
the crown moldings. This allows for pictures to
be hung, using wires or fabric ropes, and avoids
the need for any nails to be used in the walls
throughout the house.
There were few changes made in the
master bath, which still has all of the original
1910 subway tiles and the original toilet and
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Above: The original boiler for the
home was in use until two years ago.
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washstand. “The only concession, which was a
big discussion between my husband and I, was
that we tore out the tub and put in the vanity,”
says Patty. Because of all the things we use
today, a 1910 medicine cabinet wasn’t going
to hold it all. With the addition of a bit more
cupboard space, “we are actually functioning
quite happily in a 1910 bathroom.”
Back out in the upstairs hallway, a door
leads to another hallway with paneled walls. It
would take a keen eye to realize one of those
panels is in fact a false door that, with a strong
push opens into an exercise room. “I’ve always
wanted a secret door,” says Patty of the false
wall. In order to create this they had to panel
the entire hallway, to make the door blend in.
Not only did it satisfy their desire for a secret
door, but it also provides a visual barrier to the
space directly behind the wall.
Off of the exercise room behind the hidden
wall, is an open space that has been dedicated
to an upstairs laundry room—the second in
the house, to compliment the larger machines
in the basement. “We couldn’t really put this
area back together because we didn’t know
what it was originally,” says Patty of the open

Below: Radiators are used throughout
the home to provide ample heat to
each room.
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The original Comstock & Paterson safe.

space. There are thoughts that it may have been
a sleeping porch for the maids, whose upstairs
quarters have now been turned into a home
office. Patty and Jerry opted to use linoleum
and cork flooring in the kitchen, and again
upstairs in the second floor laundry room,
because it was very common during that era,
and they wanted to be as authentic as possible.
The exercise room may be accessed through
the secret door, through the open utility laundry
room area, or through a curtain that separates
the space from a family room created from
one of the old bedrooms. “A lot of Craftsman
during this era had curtains between rooms,”
says Patty of the design choice.
Being true to the Craftsman style was so
important to Jerry and Patty, but so too was
their desire to care for the home once owned by
Spokane’s patrons. “One reason we wanted to
put this house back together was for them,” says
Patty, referring to the Comstock family. “I really
admire that they built a nice, solid, comfortable
house and gave the rest of their money to the
community. When Comstock died, the money
went to the Shadles, and when they died it went
into a trust for the city. They gave about $30
million. Putting this house back together is a
way to honor this family.”
Through a lengthy renovation project, the
Dickers were able to honor the Comstocks,
while at the same time creating a home they
love—something Patty never would have
guessed when they first bought the house.
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